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a b s t r a c t

The exceptional static and dynamic physical properties of poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) elastomers make
them prime candidates for impulsive loading structural applications, such as blast protection coatings.
Since the theoretical physical properties of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are among the best for any currently
known material, a number of previous studies explored the use of CNTs as nanoscale fillers to enhance
the properties of PUU nanocomposites. However, due to the challenges inherent in dispersing CNTs in a
PUU matrix and the resulting random orientation of the CNTs, these previous works observed marginal
improvements in physical properties, and were unable to establish clear structure-property relations.
Here, we report the synthesis of aligned-CNT (A-CNT) reinforced PUU polymer nanocomposites (A-PNCs)
by infusing A-CNT forests with a stoveable PUU, and establish process-structure-property relations that
quantify the contribution of CNT confinement on the PUU mechanical response. This stoveable process
was achieved using blocked isocyanate which prevented polymerization until the blocks were removed
with heat. PUUs of two distinct compositions were explored: one with 40wt% hard-segment content
(PUU211) and the other with 66wt% hard-segment content (PUU541). Thermogravimetric analysis in-
dicates that A-CNTs enhance the thermal stability of the hard-segment phase in PUU A-PNCs at 340 �C by
up to 45% over the baseline PUUs. Atomic force microscopy reveals that the elongated nanophase hard-
segment formations along the CNT axis observed only in the nanocomposites were of similar charac-
teristic size to the average inter-A-CNT spacing (~70 nm), indicating a strong influence of A-CNTs on the
size and orientation of hard-segment nanophases, as corroborated via small angle X-ray scattering.
Nanoindentation testing reveals that PUU A-PNCs possess significant elastic anisotropy, and exhibit
enhanced longitudinal effective indentation moduli of ~460MPa (>3� that of the PUU211 baseline) and
~1350MPa (~1.5� that of the PUU541 baseline) for PUU211 and PUU541 nanocomposites, respectively.
This difference in magnitude of CNT reinforcement efficacy indicates that CNT confinement leads to
significant hard-segment re-organization in the PUU211 A-PNCs, whereas the interconnected network of
hard-segments in the PUU541 is affected by CNT templating to a lesser extent. Dynamic nanoindentation
testing results are consistent with these interpretations, where longitudinally-loaded PUU211 A-PNCs are
found to exhibit a >3� enhancement in storage modulus at 1 Hz of ~730MPa, whereas the
longitudinally-loaded PUU541 A-PNCs exhibit a slightly enhanced storage modulus enhancement at 1 Hz
of 2190MPa (~1.5� that of the PUU541 baseline). Reinforcement of PUUs with A-CNTs is a promising way
to tune the physical properties of the PNCs; higher A-CNT packing densities, where the inter-CNT spacing
could approach the nanophase characteristic diameter, could further enhance the PUU performance in
ballistic protection applications.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Overview of poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) synthesis and reinforcement with
aligned carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) to form aligned-CNT polymer nanocomposites (A-
PNCs). (a) Schematic of stoveable synthesis of PUU. (b) Biphasic nature of hard and soft
segments in PUU. (c) Diagram of PUU211 and PUU541 in baseline, and A-PNCs with
longitudinally-oriented CNTs (L-CNTs) and transversely-oriented CNTs (T-CNTs).
Orientation corresponds to the typical composite principal material directions and
aligns with the axis of nanoindentation as shown.
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1. Introduction

The high hardness, flexibility, tear and tensile strength, and
chemical and water resistance of poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) elas-
tomers makes them desirable for use in material architectures for
high-value applications such as ballistic protection [1e6], medical
implants [7e9], and structural and composite reinforcement
[6,9,10]. To further enhance the properties of PUUs, many previous
studies have explored the incorporation of nano-scale fillers, espe-
cially carbon nanotubes (CNTs), into PUUs, which form polymer
nanocomposites (PNCs) [11e13]. Such randomly-oriented PNCs
were investigated for a variety of physical property enhancements,
including mechanical [14,15], thermal [16,17], and electrical [18]
properties. However, PUU-based PNCs typically exhibit significant
amounts of phase separation due to aggregation of the nano-fillers,
which culminates inmarginal improvements in physical properties,
and unclear structure-property relations [15,19,20]. Common ap-
proaches for producing well dispersed PNCs, such as high-speed
mixing, surface functionalization, and sonication [12,21], can be
extremely harsh and are known to induce defects in the nano-fillers,
such as sonication-induced scission [22e24], which could diminish
the intrinsic properties of the nano-fillers and limit PNC properties
[25]. These PNC manufacturing challenges can be mitigated by
infusing the polymer matrix directly into a free-standing architec-
ture, such as vertically aligned CNTs (A-CNTs). This was previously
shownnot to damage theunderlyingCNTs, tomaintain their original
alignment (i.e., no aggregation), and allow high CNT volume fraction
(Vf) in the PNCs [25]. Here, we synthesize A-CNT/PUU PNCs by
infusing A-CNTs (sometimes referred to as CNT forests, CNT arrays,
vertically-aligned CNTs, etc.) with two types of stoveable PUUs, and
develop process-structure-mechanical property relations which
quantify how CNT confinement alters the two PUUmatrices.

Since PUU is a biphasic polymer comprising both urethane and
urea linkages, a broad range of properties similar to both poly-
urethane and polyurea can be realized [2]. The monodentate
hydrogen bonds formed by urethane groups are relatively weak,
giving rise to softer linkages, while the bidentate bonds from ureas
provide more rigid linkages [26]. By incorporating these two types
of bonds in various proportions, a wide range of mechanical
properties are achievable. PUU is attractive because it offers relative
ease of manufacturing [26], advantageous mechanical properties
[27], and excellent tunability [28]. Extensive work has been done to
study the effects of phase-mixing, in terms of quasi-static [27],
dynamic [29], and microstructural [9,26,30,31], properties. It was
demonstrated that varying stoichiometric ratios of isocyanate,
chain extender, and polyol, as well as adjusting the polyol molec-
ular weight, leads to a wide range of tunable mechanical properties
[28,29], making them very attractive for the present work. Addi-
tionally, achieving thermoplastic or thermoset behavior is also
feasible via such stoichiometric variation, offering an additional
range of tunability.

PUU offers tunability and durability as a matrix material for
composite structural applications, however polymer synthesis has
presented a challenge for infusion into CNT forests to form PUU
aligned polymer nanocomposites (A-PNCs). In practice, the rapid
rate of polymerization in PUU prohibited fabrication of A-PNCs. Not
only does the reaction occur too rapidly to adequately wet the CNT
forests, but the diisocyanate reacts with water adsorbed onto the
surfaces of the CNTs [32], resulting in off-gassing. This combined
with rapid set time results in voids, and thus, unsuitable A-PNCs. To
overcome this, a PUU synthesis method involving blocked diiso-
cyanate was employed, permitting complete wetting and satura-
tion of the CNT forests prior to completion of polymerization. A
schematic of the PUU synthesis process can be found in Fig. 1(a). By
capping the isocyanate groups with nonreactive blocks,
polymerization is prevented. These blocks can then be removed
with heat, allowing the PUU to be stoveable. These blocking groups
are then released from the material, followed by rapid polymeri-
zation, resulting in a typical PUU polymer. Polymerization results in
the formation of hard and soft phases as seen in Fig.1(b).

This work explores the degree of morphological and mechanical
tunability of PUU A-PNCs with a view to transition to structural
composite applications, particularly microfiber-based advanced
composites such as carbon fiber reinforced plastics. Here the rela-
tionship between the structure and morphology of A-CNTs and the
molecular arrangement of in situ polymerized PUU is quantified. To
understand the effects of hard and soft segment composition, two
stoichiometric species of PUU are investigated as shown in Fig. 1(c),
which reveals not only any predilection for CNT interaction with
one of the PUU segments, but also the tunability of the mechanical
properties. By elucidating the mechanisms controlling mechanical
properties for these PUU composites, this work paves the way for
the design and fabrication of PUU-based composite structures with
tuned mechanical behavior for a wide range of applications.
2. Methods

PUU synthesis and A-PNC fabrication are described, followed by
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characterization and mechanical testing procedures.

2.1. Poly(Urethane-urea) synthesis

Poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) was synthesized using a blocked-
HMDI (Desmodur BL5375, Covestro) as the diisocyanate, DETA
(Ethacure 100-LC, Albemarle) as the diamine, PTMO (PolyTHF 650,
BASF) as the polyol, and a tin catalyst (DBTL). The use of 0.3 wt%
DBTL was per the blocked-HMDI manufacturer recommendations
for reducing unblocking temperature. The materials were weighed
and mixed via an overhead stirrer, then degassed at 2 kPa for
30min. This PUU prepolymer was then poured into molds and
cured for 24 h at 130 �C. Two stoichiometric variations of PUU were
used in this work: a 2:1:1 ratio of HMDI:DETA:PTMO and a 5:4:1
ratio species. These were named PUU211 and PUU541 respectively.
The naming scheme for baseline and A-PNCs with both
transversely-oriented CNTs (T-CNTs) and longitudinally-oriented
CNTs (L-CNTs), molar ratios, and resultant compositions of hard
and soft segments are provided in Table 1. The T-CNT PNCs and L-
CNT PNCs are fabricated identically; this designation refers only to
principal material directions (and thus the orientation of sectioning
for nanoindentation).

The 130 �C cure temperature was determined based on the
unblocking temperature of the HMDI from the manufacturer and
the known degradation temperatures of the constituents. The 24 h
cure time could not be determined implicitly due to the complexity
of the reaction kinetics; and so it was determined based on a cure
study involving thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC), and attenuated total reflection (ATR)
analysis of PUU211 and PUU541, both neat and A-PNCs. Specimens
were cured for 12, 18, 24, or 28 h at 130 �C, and post-cured for 0, 15,
30, 45, and 60min at 210 �C. 24 h at 130 �C with no post-cure was
found to push the cure of all materials to ~100% without intro-
ducing confounding variables or exposure to potentially damaging
heat [33].

2.2. A-PNC fabrication

A thermal catalytic chemical vapor deposition process at at-
mospheric pressure was used to synthesize, or “grow”, aligned
CNTs (A-CNTs) in a quartz tube with inner diameter of 22mm, as
described previously [17,34,35]. These multiwalled (3e7 walls) A-
CNTs were grown on a 1 cm� 1 cm Si substrate using Fe catalyst on
alumina support. They had an outer diameter of ~8 nm, an inner
diameter of ~5 nm [35,36], and were spaced, on average,
at ~ 70e80 nm apart [37e40]. The A-CNTs had a height of ~5mm,
and a volume fraction (Vf) of ~1% [35].

PUU A-PNCs were fabricated by impregnating the A-CNT forests
with the mixed and degassed PUU prepolymer, and then curing the
PUU using the cure conditions described in Section 2.1. Once the
PUU was mixed, it was degassed at ~2 kPa until foaming subsided.
After this, the A-CNT forests were fully submerged in the PUU and
degassed at ~2 kPa for an additional 60min. The uncured A-PNCs
were placed on an aluminum plate carrier substrate for curing in a
Table 1
PUU and A-PNC naming scheme, molar ratios, and compositions of hard and soft segme

Nomenclature CNT Orientation Ss wt.%

PUU211 - 60%
T-CNT/PUU211 Transverse 60%
L-CNT/PUU211 Longitudinal 60%
PUU541 - 34%
T-CNT/PUU541 Transverse 34%
L-CNT/PUU541 Longitudinal 34%
nitrogen-filled oven.
To achieve smooth and flat specimen surfaces for AFM imaging

and nanoindentation tests, samples were ultra-cryotomed
at �70 �C using a Leica Ultracut UCT with a cryo-chamber. Neat
PUU resin specimens, as well as T-CNT and L-CNT samples, were
prepared in order to gain insight into the potential CNT-induced
phase orientation and inherent anisotropy of the A-PNCs. A-PNC
samples were cut and placed into AFM holders, which maintained
CNT orientation and provided a suitable platform for holding and
positioning specimens during cryotome, and subsequently, AFM
and nanoindentation. Care was taken to characterize the center of
the CNTs along their length, as morphology of the CNTs may vary
towards the top and bottom of the forests. To this end, T-CNT
samples were sectioned longitudinally at the center of the
1 cm� 1 cm forest and L-CNT samples were sectioned transversely
at a height of ~2.5mm.

2.3. Microstructural characterization

TGA was performed using a TA Instruments Discovery TGA.
Temperatures were ramped from 23 �C to 500 �C at 10 �C/min. in
air. Scanning probe microscopy measurements were conducted
using an Asylum Research Cypher AFM. A silicon tip with a natural
frequency of 70 kHz and stiffness of 2 Nm was used to perform
alternating contact mode scans at a scan rate of 0.6 Hz. Small angle
X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments were performedwith a Rigaku
MicroMax-007HF. A Cu K-alpha source (wavelength l¼ 0.154 nm)
at 40 kV and 30mAwas used. The distance between the sample and
the detector was 1525mm. Baseline specimen orientation was
inconsequential, however A-PNC specimens were positioned such
that the beamwould pass parallel with the axes of the A-CNTs. This
would maximize the ability to observe the signal passing between
the CNTs, which have an average inter-CNT spacing ~60e80 nm
[35,37,39], and would prevent scatter from CNT directionality.

2.4. Nanoindentation

Quasi-static and dynamic nanoindentation experiments were
performed on a Hysitron TI950 Triboindenter with a diamond
Berkovich tip having a radius of curvature ~150 nm. Specimens
were kept in the AFM holders in which they were cryotomed in
order to provide an indentation surface normal to the indentation
direction.

Quasi-static load functions were tuned for PUU211 materials
and for PUU541 materials separately as the stiffnesses of each
polymer dictated different loading conditions in order to engage
similar contact area. Both quasi-static load functions had a 5 s ramp
up, 5 s hold, and 5 s ramp down. The hold is necessary to account
for anelastic behavior in determining elastic indentation modulus.
The max force for each was determined based on the force required
to achieve a ~1 mm indentation depth, as this would reduce noise
and effects of surface variation. Nanoindentation tests were per-
formed in load-controlled mode with a loading rate of 40 mN/s for
PUU211 and 60 mN/s for PUU541. For all quasi-static tests, an array
nts (Hs and Ss respectively).

Hs wt.% Molar Ratios (HMDI:DETA:PTMO)

40% 2:1:1
40% 2:1:1
40% 2:1:1
66% 5:4:1
66% 5:4:1
66% 5:4:1
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of 16 points spaced 5 mm apart were tested at each of 3 positions on
the specimen surface, resulting in 48 quasi-static indentation tests
per specimen. Two separate specimens were tested for each sample
type to confirm repeatability of sample fabrication and preparation,
yielding a total of 96 indents for a given sample type.

Dynamic load functions were also tuned for PUU211 vs. PUU541
materials. The load functions were similar to quasi-static load
functions with the substitution of a dynamic loading sequence in
lieu of the hold segment. During this dynamic sequence, the spec-
imen surface was indented at 1e200 Hz in increments of 10 Hz for
200 cycles at each frequency. The order of frequency was ran-
domized to reduce artifacts. The desired dynamic amplitude
required to overcome noise and surface variability is ~5 nm; and so
dynamic loads for PUU211 and PUU541 materials were set to 3 mN
and 50 mN, respectively. Tests were run at 3 positions on the surface
of each specimen, each of which comprising 9 test points spaced
5 mmapart for a total of 27 dynamic indentation tests per specimen.
Two separate specimens were tested for each sample type to
confirm repeatability of sample fabrication and preparation,
yielding a total of 54 indentation positions for a given sample type.

3. Results & discussion

The techniques for structural quantification described in the
previous section are utilized along with mechanical characteriza-
tions to establish process-structure-property relations for the A-
PNCs.

3.1. Microstructural characterization

Characteristic TGA results are displayed in Fig. 2(a). Notice that
all curves agree verywell with one another until ~340 �C, indicating
identical thermal degradation behavior prior to this point. Notice
also that the plateau values above 475 �C also agree, though the
PUU211 A-PNC and PUU541 A-PNC curves finally settle at ~15% and
~13% respectively, approximately 5% and 3% above their neat
counterparts. This elevation cannot be ascribed solely to the CNT
weight fraction, as this accounts for only ~1 to 2 wt% (these A-CNTs
were found to have an intrinsic density of ~1.6 g/cm3) [35], indi-
cating that the A-CNTs have slightly improved the thermal stability
of the PUU at this high-temperature range, likely due to an alter-
ation in the polymer local to the CNTs. From 325 �C to 475 �C the
four materials each exhibit similarly shaped curves with definitive
features. From the upward shift of PUU211 and PUU541 in A-PNCs
over their neat counterparts, it is evident that the A-CNTs stabilize
the thermal degradation in this temperature range.

There are two distinct regions of rapid drop in residual mass: the
first located at 335 �C (TI) and the second at 440 �C (TII). The PUU211
loses ~40% of its weight after TI, while the PUU541 loses ~60%,
corresponding to the weight percent of hard segments for each (see
Table 1). After TII however, both PUU211 and PUU541 have lost 90%
of their weight, with PUU211 losing ~50% of its weight and PUU541
losing 30% after TII. These values match closely to the relative
composition of soft segments for each neat PUU. The proportions
suggest that pyrolyzation of hard segments is responsible for the
degradation up to 350 �C, after which soft segments begin to
degrade. Similar data supporting the pyrolyzation of hard segments
at lower temperatures and soft segments at higher temperatures
have been seen elsewhere [16,41]. To further investigate the nature
of thermal degradation between TI and TII, the derivative of wt.%
has been plotted in Fig. 2(b). Because the rate of degradation is
directly proportional to the mass lost over a temperature range
during a constant temperature ramp, the relative sizes of peaks
seen in Fig. 2(b) reveal compositional degradation ratios. The
conclusion that TI is associated with hard segment pyrolysis and TII
with soft segment pyrolysis is supported in the derivative plot.
More interesting is the apparent thermal stabilization of PUU by the
A-CNTs. In both PUU211 and PUU541, A-PNC residual mass is
greater than its baseline counterpart between TI and TII, as seen in
Fig. 2(a). Furthermore, Fig. 2(b) reveals a substantial reduction in
rate of degradation in the presence of A-CNTs during hard-segment
pyrolyzation, but acceleration of soft-segment degradation. A
similar CNT affinity for hard-segment interaction was found else-
where [42], and has been found to occur to a greater degree in in
situ polymerized polyurethanes [43]. It is possible that this stabi-
lization arises from the formation of an interphase region at the
surface of A-CNTs. This is supported by AFM images where a clear
effect may be found between the presence of the A-CNTs and the
ordering of the PUU matrix (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3(a), 3(c), and 3(e) provide AFM height images for neat
PUU211, transversely-oriented PUU211 A-PNC (T-CNT/PUU211),
and longitudinally-oriented PUU211 A-PNC (L-CNT/PUU211).
Fig. 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f) contain the corresponding phase images.
When comparing the amorphous nature of the PUU211 (Fig. 3(a)
and 3(b)) with the highly-ordered, anisotropic nature of the T-
CNT/PUU211 (Fig. 3(c) and 3(d)), it is clear that the CNTs have not
only induced nanophase ordering, but also orientation of these
phases along the direction of the CNTs. These nanophases are
found to be ordered hard-segments; the brighter representation in
AFM phase images indicates stiffer phases [44,45]. The large (60%
by weight) soft-segment content of PUU211 allows enough
freedom of hard-segment movement to permit the formation of
these domains during the cure cycle. AFM images of
longitudinally-oriented PUU211 A-PNCs (L-CNT/PUU211) can be
found in Fig. 3(e) and 3(f), and revealed small circular phases
rather than the elongated structures present in T-CNT/PUU211.
This indicates that these hard-segment domains are shaped by the
surrounding CNTs. Highly-ordered nanophases were less visible in
PUU541 A-PNCs (see Supplementary Materials Fig. S1). This is
likely because the relatively low (34% by weight) soft-segment
content of PUU541 is insufficient to permit free movement of
hard-segments during the curing process, decreasing aggregation
in the cured A-PNC. A similar reduction in aggregation due to
restricted movement was observed by Fernandez-d'Arlas, who
studied the interactions between multi-walled CNTs and poly-
urethanes [42]. However, phases observed in the PUU541 A-PNC
were ~10� smaller than those in the neat PUU541. This is likely
due to reduced phase aggregation arising from low chain mobility
due to the presence of the A-CNTs.

SAXS complements and corroborates the observations of hard
and soft phase morphology from AFM by giving information on
feature sizes and their relative proportion. Characteristic SAXS re-
sults can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) for PUU211 and PUU541
materials respectively. In Fig. 4(a), the PUU211 sample has a very
gradual slope which indicates high levels of phase-mixing, while
the sharper peak found in the PUU211 A-PNC is indicative of greater
phase-separation [28,31,46]. This CNT-induced phase-separation
observed from SAXS supports findings from TGA and AFM. A similar
trend can be seen in Fig. 4(b) for the PUU541 materials. Note that
the transition from large to small feature size (low to high values of
scattering vector, q) is more linear for PUU541 materials than the
PUU211 materials, indicating a greater variety of phase sizes in the
PUU541. This difference between the PUU211 and PUU541 is
consistent with the restricted mobility which arises from greater
hard segment content in the PUU541 [42]. Note that greater phase-
separation has not led to larger phase sizes, but in fact shifted the
peaks of the A-PNC curves towards smaller feature sizes. This in-
dicates that A-CNTs induce phase-separation but restrict aggrega-
tion of large phases, supporting observations from AFM.



(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of neat PUU and A-PNC materials: (a) Residual mass vs. temperature plot showing that large mass losses occur at ~335 �C and ~440 �C, and
that A-PNCs exhibit greater thermal stability. (b) Derivative of residual mass with respect to temperature corroborating that A-PNCs exhibit more thermal stability compared to the
baseline PUUs.
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3.2. Microscale mechanical characterization

Measurement of the indentation modulus is taken from the
slope of the unloading curve according to previous work [47],
which was then corrected for anelastic effects following prior work
[48,49]. The term indentation modulus is used here in lieu of
reduced elastic modulus due to the anisotropy of the materials [50].
Average quasi-static data for PUU211 and PUU541 materials can be
found in Fig. 5 and in tabulated form in the Supplementary Mate-
rials (Table S1); standard error has been calculated based on 96 test
positions. The PUU211 has the lowest indentation modulus of
152± 3.7MPa, followed by the T-CNT/PUU211 with 211± 7.4MPa,
and then the L-CNT/PUU211 with 461± 9.2MPa. CNT-reinforced
PUU211 A-PNCs exhibit a higher modulus, which is expected due
to the reinforcing nature of the stiffer (relative to the PUU) CNTs.
The observation that T-CNT/PUU211 has a lower indentation
modulus than the L-CNT/PUU211 likely arises from the combina-
tion of two effects: the orientation of A-CNTs and the orientation of
nanophases. Compression of the A-CNTs perpendicular to their
alignment direction is governed by a much smaller intrinsic CNT
modulus (~1 GPa in the transverse direction vs. ~ 1 TPa for the
longitudinal direction) [38,51], and the orientation of the CNT-
induced nanophases observed via AFM have been shown to offer
additional reinforcement. This shared enhancement was modeled
and will be discussed below. A similar trend was found in PUU541
materials. The PUU541 has the lowest indentation modulus of
920± 5.1MPa, followed by the T-CNT/PUU541 with 1040± 7.1MPa,
and then the L-CNT/PUU541 with 1350± 11MPa. These moduli are
significantly higher than those recorded for the PUU211 materials,
which is to be expected since the PUU541 has a 66% hard phase
composition while the PUU211 only has a 40% hard phase
composition. This may indicate that the hard-segment content of
the PUU541 is high enough to form interconnected networks of
hard domains. Furthermore, the indentation moduli increases are
smaller but statistically significant when comparing baseline and
A-PNCs with T-CNTs, confirming that similar mechanisms are a
play. This is a reasonable conclusion since the matrix material
should dominate transverse loading. Similar anisotropic properties
were observed and characterized elsewhere [51]. The enhancement
to indentation modulus by the CNTs is profound, particularly in the
case of the PUU211. The A-CNTs offered a 49% improvement to
PUU211 indentation modulus in the transverse direction and a
225% improvement in the longitudinal direction, resulting in an
anisotropy ratio of 2.2. By comparison, the A-CNTs offered only a
13% enhancement to indentation modulus for PUU541 in the
transverse direction and 47% in the longitudinal direction, with an
anisotropy ratio of only 1.3. The observed indentation modulus
enhancement is greater than that which the rule of mixtures pre-
dicts, as described by the model below. It is reasonable that the
improvement is greater in the softer PUU211 than the PUU541 since
there is a greater disparity between the stiffnesses of the CNTs and
the matrix. The load is transferred from the softer matrix to the
stiffer CNTs to a greater degree because of thismismatch, giving rise
to a larger reinforcement of the PUU211. This type of load transfer
from lower-modulus materials to higher-modulus fillers is seen in
many composites, including nanocomposites [52]. Furthermore,
the presence of hard-segment nanophases aligned and oriented
parallel to the axes of the A-CNTs in the PUU211 and not in the
PUU541 could be a major contributor to the greater improvement
seen in the PUU211materials. Nonetheless, in each case, the A-CNTs
oriented longitudinally offered ~4�more enhancement to inden-
tation modulus than in the transverse direction.



Fig. 3. Representative AFM height (in nm) and phase (in degrees) images: PUU211 (a) height, (b) phase; T-CNT/PUU211 (c) height, (d) phase; L-CNT/PUU211 (e) height, (f) phase.
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Recent work on A-CNT arrays, similar to the ones used here,
with Vf ranging from ~1 to 20 vol % found that the indentation
derived effective modulus (Eeff) of the A-CNT array ranged from
~1MPa to ~ 1 GPa [50], which is consistent with other previous
works on indentation of A-CNT arrays [53e56]. Such an enhance-
ment in Eeff in CNT arrays of higher Vf is likely a combination of CNT
collective reinforcement in CNT-CNT junctions [57e59], and a
reduction in CNT waviness that results from densification
[38,39,60]. Stein et al. [38] modeled how waviness scales the Eeff of
the stochastic CNTs that comprise the CNT arrays, and found that a
waviness ratio of ~0.2± 0.1 for CNTs at Vf ~ 1%, similar to the ones
studied herein, reduced the Eeff of the CNTs by between 103� to
105�when compared to the intrinsic longitudinal modulus of ideal
and perfectly straight CNTs (~1 TPa). The intrinsic transverse
modulus of perfectly straight CNTs is much smaller, and was found
to have a value of ~1 GPa for these CNTs in previous work [38]. This
large reduction in Eeff originates from the >90% compliance
contribution of the torsion and shear deformation mechanisms in
A-CNT arrays [38]. Two ways to significantly enhance Eeff of CNT
arrays include reducing the CNT waviness and restricting CNTs
from translating and rotating with respect to one another (which
was previously assumed to effectively eliminate the torsion defor-
mation mode [51]), both of which occur during infusion and sub-
sequent curing of the polymer matrix [51,60,61]. Based on the
effective modulus contribution of 1 vol % CNTs (as-grown A-CNT
forests), a modulus of ~3 GPa can be used to compute the PNC Eeff
using rule of mixture. The following rule of mixture computations
are based on measured EI (indentation modulus) for the neat
PUU211 and PUU541 polymers respectively. Considering 1 vol %
CNTs (Eeff ~ 3 GPa) [40], and PUU211 as the matrix (Eeff 152MPa),
rule of mixtures predicts Eeff ~ 180MPa for L-CNT/PUU211 which is
less than half that of the 461MPa obtained experimentally. Since
Eeff supposes no confinement effects, and perfect binding between
the CNT and the polymeric chain, we can conclude that the ~60%
under-prediction noted here arises from the morphology of the
matrix and its interaction with the CNTs. For PUU541 with Eeff of
920MPa, rule of mixture predicts Eeff ~940MPa for L-CNT/PUU541,
which is only a ~30% under-prediction of the ~1350MPa obtained
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Fig. 4. Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) intensities as a function of scattering vector
(q) for baseline PUUs, and PUU polymer nanocomposites (A-PNCs). (a) PUU211, (b)
PUU541.

Fig. 5. Summary of quasi-static nanoindentation data comparing average indentation
moduli for all materials tested.
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experimentally. This is likely due to a greater concentration of hard-
segments in the PUU541, potentially aiding in the formation of
interconnected hard-segment networks, reducing dependency on
A-CNTs to form these networks. These significant enhancements
found in the A-PNCs may also originate from the polymer having
properties different than the neat matrix in the presence of the A-
CNTs, i.e. process-structure changes due to the A-CNTs. This leads to
polymer ordering and/or orientation local to the CNT surface,
possibly changes in the crystallinity of the nanophase regions, and
additional crystallite templating and other meso-scale effects [4].
These results show that CNT reinforcement purely accounts for
<10% of the observed enhancement in PUU211 and PUU541 rein-
forced with L-CNTs, which indicates that phase evolution and for-
mation of preferential texture within these PUUmatrix materials is
a likely explanation that requires further quantification and
modeling in future work.

The dynamic nanoindentation data for PUU211 and PUU541
materials is presented in Fig. 6, where standard error has been
calculated based on 54 test positions. The trend from quasi-static
data of PUU211 and PUU541 A-PNCs being stiffer continues in the
dynamic tests: storage and loss moduli in the longitudinal direction
are higher for these materials. Further, the improvement to storage
moduli offered by A-CNTs is more pronounced in the softer PUU211
than the PUU541, similar to the quasi-static nanoindentation tests.
The PUU541 has a storagemodulus which is nearly 8� greater than
that of PUU211, so the contribution offered by the CNT reinforce-
ment is only ~ þ50% in L-CNT/PUU541 compared to the ~ þ300% in
the case of the L-CNT/PUU211. Note also that the CNTs' improve-
ment to storage modulus is slightly less at 200 Hz than at 1 Hz. This
is presumably due to the rate-sensitivity of the soft segments in the
matrix, leading to greater dynamic stiffening at higher frequencies.
The PUU211 sees a ~120% increase in storage modulus from 1 to
200 Hz, while the PUU541 only exhibits a 26% increase in storage
modulus from 1 to 200 Hz. This is consistent with the soft segments
of the matrix contributing to rate-sensitivity and exhibiting rate-
induced stiffening. Because the matrices stiffen at higher rates,
they offer a greater contribution in the A-PNCs, lessening the de-
gree of enhancement from the CNT Eeff stiffness. Notice that the
storage modulus enhancement from low to high rates is most
pronounced in the neat PUUs, followed by the A-PNCs with trans-
verse CNTs, and then lastly the A-PNCs with longitudinal CNTs;
precisely the opposite progression as is seen in indentation and
storage moduli. This is to be expected, as the matrix is more rate-
sensitive than the CNTs, and the matrix dominance decreases
respectively in those materials. CNTs are also found to increase the
loss moduli. These observations continue the trend that CNT im-
provements are greater in the softer PUU211 and in the longitudinal
orientation.

Tand (loss/storage) plots can be found in Fig. 6(b). All the ma-
terials exhibit rate-insensitive tand, a property indicative of the
extent of phase-separation in these PUU materials [9]. The highest
tand can be found in PUU211, followed by both PUU211 A-PNCs
which have similar tand behaviors. The PUU211 has a much greater
tand than traditionally synthesized PUU211 [9]. This could be due to
greater phase-separation, leading to improved loss modulus, and
thus tand. The fact that the T-CNT/PUU211 and L-CNT/PUU211 have
similar tand values despite different storage moduli indicates pro-
portional improvements to both storage and loss moduli for each. It
can be concluded that A-CNTs work to increase both storage and
loss moduli, where greater enhancement is noted in the storage
modulus. This is a reasonable conclusion, as the A-CNTs act to
restrict mobility of soft-segment domains, improving stiffness and
preventing the chain slippage and detanglement associated with
loss. Note that tand curves for all PUU541 materials are clustered
together (within standard error) despite having significantly
different storage and loss moduli. From this it is clear that A-CNTs
improve storage and loss approximately equally in PUU541.
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Fig. 6. Summary of dynamic nanoindentation data with standard error for PUU211 and PUU541 baseline and PNC materials. (a) Storage moduli comparison. (b) tand comparison.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, process-structure-mechanical property relations
for poly(urethane-urea) (PUU) elastomers reinforced with aligned
carbon nanotubes (A-CNTs) were established for two distinct PUU
matrix materials: one with 40wt% hard-segment content (PUU211)
and the other composed of 66wt% hard-segment (PUU541). Ther-
mogravimetric analysis revealed identical thermal degradation up
to 340 �C for both PUU211 and PUU541 polymer nanocomposites
(A-PNCs), and that there are two major spikes in thermal degra-
dation: one at 340 �C and one at 440 �C, which are attributed to
hard-segment and soft-segment degradation respectively. These
results suggest that A-CNTs stabilize the thermal degradation of
PUU hard-segments, and since CNTs account for ~1e2% of the
weight of the A-PNCs, it is hypothesized that such thermal stability
improvements in A-PNCs could be attributed to the presence of an
interphase over a great extent of the surface areas. Quasi-static
nanoindentation testing revealed that the effective indentation
and storage moduli of A-PNCs with transversely-oriented and
longitudinally-oriented CNTs (T-CNTs and L-CNTs, respectively)
exceeded those of the PUU baselines for both PUU211 and PUU541.
PUU A-PNCs exhibit enhanced longitudinal effective indentation
moduli of ~460MPa (>3� that of the PUU211 baseline) and
~1350MPa (~1.5� that of the PUU541 baseline) for L-CNT/PUU211
and L-CNT/PUU541 A-PNCs respectively. Smaller enhancements are
seen in T-CNT/PUU A-PNCs, which exhibit enhanced transverse
effective indentation moduli of ~210MPa (~1.4� that of the
PUU211 baseline) and ~1040MPa (~1.1� that of the PUU541 base-
line) for T-CNT/PUU211 and T-CNT/PUU541 A-PNCs, respectively.
Greater enhancement is seen in the softer PUU211 materials than
the PUU541 materials due to the stiffness mismatch between
PUU211 and the CNTs, permitting a greater loading contribution
from the CNTs. Furthermore, the mechanical enhancement in the L-
CNT/PUU PNCs is up to 3� greater than predicted by rule of mix-
tures analysis of PUU reinforced by wavy CNTs, indicating syner-
gistic improvements via ordering and re-organization of hard-
segment nanophases. PUU materials exhibit a rate sensitivity
which is more pronounced in the PUU211 materials due to the
larger and more rate-sensitive soft segment content. The hard-
segment nanophases that self-organized in an orientation parallel
to the CNT alignment direction might also play a significant role in
these enhancements. Consequently, greater rate sensitivity is seen
in T-CNT/PUUA-PNCs than in L-CNT/PUUA-PNCs due to thematrix-
dominated loading of T-CNT/PUU A-PNCs. Additionally, increasing
the concentration of the hard phase in PUU541 could presumably
lead to an interconnected network of hard segments, where the
corresponding influence on mechanical enhancement is man-
ifested via the interphase throughout the interconnected A-CNT/
PUU A-PNC architecture. Since there are a number of recent studies
that quantified and modeled the mechanical response of visco-
elastic polymers [62e64], and recent work has illustrated that
confinement by A-CNTs of similar morphology and packing density
can lead to enhanced mechanical properties of their composites
due to meso-scale evolution of carbon crystallites that compose the
matrix [4,65,66], further experimental and theoretical work on
how the A-CNTs alter the morphogenesis of PUU and their resulting
process-structure-mechanical property relations is needed. Addi-
tionally, since the A-CNTs used here had an inter-CNT spacing
~60e80 nm [35,37], which is much larger than the characteristic
diameters of the soft and hard segments, future work utilizing A-
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CNTs at higher packing densities (>20 vol %) is necessary. This study
illustrates how A-CNTs could be utilized to tune the physical
properties of PUU, and once analytical and numerical modeling
tools which quantify and predict the impact of A-CNT packing on
the soft- and hard segment morphology and orientation are avail-
able, accelerated design and fabrication of lightweight, strong,
tough, and hard PUU A-PNC films for high-value structural appli-
cations could be enabled.
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S1: AFM Height and Phase Maps for PUU541 

 The following figures are AFM height and phase images of PUU541 materials, namely 

the neat matrix ((a) and (b)), the T-CNT A-PNC ((c) and (d)), and the L-CNT A-PNC ((e) and 

(f)). These images supplement  Figure and the discussion of A-CNT effects on phase separation 

and sizes of in situ polymerized PUU, which is discussed in the main body of the manuscript in 

Section Error! Reference source not found.. 



3 

 
Figure S1: Representative AFM height (in nm) and phase (in degrees) images: PUU541 (a) 
height, (b) phase; T-CNT/PUU541 (c) height, (d) phase; L-CNT/PUU541 (e) height, (f) phase.  
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S2: Tabulated Quasi-Static Nanoindentation Data 

 Table S1 contains summary data for all quasi-static nanoindentation tests completed. This 

tabulated format is intended to supplement  Figure and the subsequent discussion in Section 

Error! Reference source not found. of the manuscript. 

Table S1: Summary of quasi-static nanoindentation data for all materials tested. 
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S3: Dynamic Nanoindentation Loss Data 

 Figure S2 contains dynamic nanoindentation plots for the loss moduli of PUU211 

materials (a) and PUU541 materials (b) from 1 to 200 Hz. The inclusion of the dynamic loss data 

is intended to aid discussion in Section Error! Reference source not found. and enhance  

Figure. 

 

Figure S2: Summary of dynamic nanoindentation loss modulus data with standard error for (a) 
PUU211 and (b) PUU541 baseline and PNC materials. (Error bars are based on standard error 
from 54 test positions). 
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